REN STRIKE?

Keep your rent May 1st

It’s important for us all to prioritize our well-being, stay home and not work. But if we can’t work we can’t pay rent. Together we can keep each other housed and healthy. Even if you can afford rent, others can’t. Join your neighbors and friends by going on rent strike to keep everyone safe.

Rent Strike is a risk. Do not withhold rent by yourself. Rent strike only works with strategic networking and collaboration with your neighbors. Check out the website for flyers & templates to share.

Flagstaff Rent Strike

- https://flagstaffrentstrike.noblogs.org/
- IG: rentstrike_flagstaff
- FB: Flagstaff Rent Strike
- May 1st Car Parade - https://www.facebook.com/events/182606506147184/

DEMAND 1
NO WORK NO RENT

DEMAND 2
ASSISTANCE 4 PEOPLE NOT CORPORATIONS

DEMAND 3
NO CITY/STATE COLLAB W/ ENFORCEMENT

DEMAND 4
HOUSING 4 THE UNSHELTERED

DEMAND 5
RENT CAP FOREVER